
Unfolding sound
BeoVision Avant is a celebration of movement.  
An unforgettable fusion of Ultra High-Definition (4K) 
picture and iconic Bang & Olufsen sound, that unfolds 
before your very eyes. 

Redefining TV sound
Precision tuned to Bang & Olufsen’s most exacting 
standard, BeoVision Avant redefines the audio impact a 
TV can deliver. The 3-channel speaker system harnesses 
three dedicated tweeters, three midrange units and 
two powerful bass drivers. The result is a fusion of 
clarity and power that truly embodies Bang & Olufsen’s 
commitment to ultimate sound.

Contrasted imagery
BeoVision Avant combines local dimming across more 
than 8 million pixels, bringing out the tiniest details 
in the action. Experience the most extreme sports or 
action footage with crystal sharp, dynamic precision. 

BeoVision Avant 55” 
It takes 89 years to create movement this beautiful. 

BeoVision Avant  An unforgettable fusion of Ultra 
High-Definition (4K) picture and iconic sound.
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Detailed specifications:

Display:
Ultra High-Definition (4K), edge-type LED panel  
with 1.5 local backlight dimming.

Screen type: 
16:9 TFT LCD, glare surface

Refresh rate:
100Hz/120 Hz

Picture optimisation:
VisionClear picture technology

Room adaptation:
Automatic Picture Control with Chromatic Room  
Adaptation adjusting the picture performance to the  
light conditions in the room.

Loudspeaker:
Integrated 3-channel stereo

Surround sound:
Integrated digital 7.1 surround sound module

Power amplifiers:
8 amplifiers – one per driver 
3 x 60 watts for treble 
3 x 60 watts for midrange 
2 x 60 watts for bass

Wireless compatibility:
Standard built-in, WiSA compliant. Connect up to eight 
BeoLab speakers wirelessly in addition to the wired 
speakers. 

Designers:
Torsten Valeur, David Lewis Designers 
Floor stand design by Smedegaard + Weiss

 

Placement options: 
 
Table stand 
The motorised table stand raises the TV to an upright position 
from its slightly tilted resting position. 

Wall bracket 
The motorised wall bracket allows the screen to move up to 60 
degrees from the wall. Choose right or left sided wall bracket. 
The fixed wall bracket keeps the screen close to the wall in a 
fixed position.

Floor stand 
The motorised floor stand allows the screen to move up to  
90 degrees from the wall.

TV in off-mode: 128.3 x 71.9 cm/54.5 kg TV in on-mode: 128.3 x 79.3 cm/54.5 kg

Dimensions:


